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Invictus Games
Fun fact: Fyling Hall is historically a military school.
While their numbers have reduced greatly over the
years as the school has expanded and diversified they
still have a definite presence in the Fyling Hall
Community. Our very own lovable, albeit clumsy, head
boy Connor Asprey is himself an “army kid”. It is always
important to respect and honour the military for their
hard work and sacrifices, particularly given the history
of our school. Now we must most especially go back to
our roots, as in the Invictus Games are on as you are
reading this!

Elizabeth Olympic Park in London.
The games are extremely well supported and attended;
the 2014 opening ceremony had the likes of: Prime
Minister David Cameron, Prince Charles, Prince William
and the Prince of Denmark in attendance.

Speaking about the creation of the games at the 2014
opening ceremony, Prince Harry said that the Games
would "demonstrate the power of sport to inspire
recovery, support rehabilitation and demonstrate life
beyond disability". He also said that their long-term
objective was to ensure injured troops are not forgotten
For those who are not familiar with the Invictus Games, as Britain's involvement with the War in Afghanistan
they are a sporting event similar to the Paralympics comes to an end.
created by Prince Harry, in which wounded, injured or
games are being held in Toronto, Canada until
sick military veterans take part in sports like wheelchair The 2017
th
the
30
of
September, please tune in if you can to
basketball and sat down volleyball. The name comes
support
these
injured veterans as they demonstrate
from Invictus, which is Latin for "unconquered" or
"undefeated", the event was inspired by the Warrior their incredible perseverance.
Games, a similar event held in America. The first
Invictus Games took place in March 2014 at the Queen

Damilare Williams-Shires

Problematic Pollution

An Annoying School Rule

Ever since man started making machines pollution
has been getting worse and worse.

I get the fact that keeping my shirt tucked in makes
me look smart, but it gets easy to forget about it! It
annoys me that every time I sit down, my shirt
untucks at the back and I don’t realise.

Pollution has been spoiling wildlife and killing animals
for centuries. The main source of pollution is
factories and cars. In some countries they are trying
to ban diesel and petrol cars. If humans are not
careful they could destroy the Arctic, causing the sea
level to rise. The ozone layer is also a big problem as
it is being damaged and broken down, which could
result in the end of the world.
Tomas Richardson

Words of the Week
This week

Next week

Tricky:

forge

bravery

Trickier:

simulate

fortitude

Trickiest: counterfeit

audaciousness

Once, when I got off the bus, my parents asked me
why my shirt was untucked at the back. After that, my
mind was always thinking about my shirt, and I knew
that one day I was going to get a detention about it.
That’s one of the reasons why I wanted to write this
article, I wanted to share my frustration.
I have been worried about getting a detention for
something that was not intentional, so my parents
bought a belt so my shirt didn’t untuck, and I’ve never
worried about it since. But I do know other people
have had detentions about this problem, and I think
Fyling Hall teachers should not be so strict about
untucked shirts.
Josh Buckle

Politics and Hurricane Irma
Now, I know that we hear so often about how we are
going to destroy our planet because of global warming
and how we`ve only got 50 years or so left before we all
die, and there is a lot of scaremongering and denial
when talking about climate change, but global
temperatures are rising and the consensus from
scientists is that global warming is real and man-made.

natural disasters that have befallen them.
Prior to many peoples` beliefs, Trump has firmly stood
behind his beliefs (whilst contradicting his previous
comments about the disaster) and denies the very
notion of man-made climate change.
America, one of the most advanced nations who set a
precedent for how other countries should act, backed
out of the Paris Accords just months before these
disasters occurred. Given that scientists predict global
warming will release even more carbon dioxide as the
oceans warm and ice melts, the effect of global
warming will rapidly increase.

Global warming does not just raise average
temperatures and make us warmer; it massively
increases the severity of hurricanes and other storms.
Around 95% of climate scientists believe in man-made
climate change and surveys of peer-reviewed scientific
literature and the opinions of experts consistently show
a 97–98% consensus that humans are causing global To be a president, you must do what you feel is best for
the country. I don’t know how, despite the seemingly
warming.
overwhelming evidence and record breaking storms
And yet the president of the United States of America which ravaged the country, how he can say this is his
himself does not believe in global warming and often intention, whilst seemingly not even considering the
quotes “sketchy (at best)” evidence despite the report possibility of climate change. This narrow-minded view
from his 13 government agencies that affirms climate on this subject could represent the views of most
change is real and human actions are having an effect Americans and is not a view made through advice given
on the warming of the planet.
by experts and governing bodies. This attitude could be
Being sceptical about climate change is fine but when devastating if global warming is as bad as many are led
you are president, you force your opinions on a whole to believe.
country. Given the severity of the recent storms that
Jack Dudley
have ravaged the United States, his arguments now
seem to have very little support to stand on, and
presumably anger many Americans after the multiple

German Election Article Response!
“Thanks Jonas – I now have a better understanding of the
German electoral system! “
Dr Richardson

Geo-caching
On Monday, Year 7 went on a geography trip. They did geocaching
in a town called Danby Moor Centre. It was really fun.
First we had to use a map to go to different points where they gave
us a GPS. We then selected numbers or letters and the GPS lead us
to the clue in order to continue with the geocaching.
The most important thing is that you have to know how to use a
compass. We practiced with the compass’ and had so much fun,
then we checked the answers. The winners were announced to be;
Amy, Calli and Damon. I think that we all really enjoyed the trip.
Iratxe Navarro

Bronze D of E training in the sun

Tough Mudder
For those of you who know me, I am certain that when
you look at me I don’t necessarily scream athletic
prowess. In fact, I think that it is pretty safe to say that
quite the opposite pops into your mind! Well, it may
come as a surprise to you that I completed a full Tough
Mudder event a fortnight ago.

plunge into a large container filled with an ever
replenishing supply of ice and water. Once in the
freezing cold water your breath is automatically
dispelled and your mind goes blank, however, you still
have to make your way beneath an underwater barrier
before you can escape. Unfortunately this obstacle was
To those readers who don’t know what a Tough one of the first that I encountered, meaning my skin ran
Mudder is, think mud - and lots of it. Now think about blue and limbs went numb, remaining this way for the
running through this mud until your feet hurt and your next few hours.
legs cramp up - the image you currently have in your Many times during the event I honestly felt like bottling
head is the Tough Mudder half. Next, amplify this out. Skipping obstacles and admitting defeat became
depiction by two, and throw in a few more fear increasingly tempting. However, with a little persuasion
inducing obstacles. Finally you are visualising the Tough from other participants, I attempted everything that
Mudder.
was thrown my way – despite my initial fears - and
Admittedly the event was much more enjoyable than I eventually crossed the finish line to receive a Tough
just made it sound, but I couldn’t really think of another Mudder t-shirt.
way to explain it. During its course I faced sixteen
challenges and obstacles, all designed to make you hurt
I every way possible. These included: scaling two
vertical 3 metre high walls; making my way through two
pits filled with mud so that thick that I could not move;
and crawling on my elbows through mud and water
whilst avoiding barbed wire overhead . These obstacles,
accompanied by an 11 mile run, really push a person to
the limits, both physically and mentally. My worst
nightmare was ‘Artic Enema’, a challenge in which you

If the experience of completing a Tough Mudder has
taught me anything, it is that a person’s physical
appearance counts for very little. Someone may
pretend to be tough, and maybe they fully believe this
due to their physical capabilities, yet they could quite
easily break in the face of a real challenge. In truth,
what is on the inside and within a person’s mind is most
meaningful and this alone represents their real
strength.

First Under 13 Rugby Success
On the 26th September, the under 13s played rugby against
Scarborough College. We brutally annihilated them (22-7.) Our
success may be due to the fact that we were good at the passing
and tackling, but our try scoring was a little bit rusty. The night
before, we were all feeling nervous. The men of the match were
Oaklei, Freddie and Luca.
James and Tomas

Callum Wallis

World Language Day
On Tuesday the 26th of September it
was World Language Day, and some of
the senior school played special world
language day games with Ms Hornung.
But let me tell you a bit more about
World Language Day.
In the year 2001, the council of Europe
and the European Union managed to
successfully involve millions of people
across 45 participating countries. These
countries celebrated and promoted
European languages through different
activities.
I think it is a great day because it helps
us to celebrate all of the individual
aspects of different languages. It also
makes me realise how many languages
that there are and makes me want to
travel the world!
Amber Beeforth-Miller

A group of boarders visited York last week.

6 Facts of the Week
Insect fact:
Dragonflies can’t walk. They have legs only to land.
Space fact:
The Andromeda galaxy (the closest galaxy to the Milky
Way) is approaching the Milky Way at approximately
62.13 to 86.92 miles per second.
Random fact:
29th of May is officially “Put a pillow on your fridge
day”.

Animal fact:
Ostriches can run faster than horses.
Human fact:
The large intestines are actually shorter than the small
intestines.
Technology fact:
The first alarm clock could only ring at 4 am.
Damon Kelly

Snapshot
With the term well underway with sporting fixtures and
trips, this week has been an especially busy week. On
Monday the year 7s headed out on their second school trip
of the year to Danby moor centre to perfect their map skills
and learn geo-caching. The U13 boys headed off to play
rugby at Scarborough College and the years 9s headed to
their first U14s hockey match of the season, also at
Scarborough College. With brilliant results, the first team
worked their hardest to come back with the same joy. The
first team enjoyed working well in their new team and
performed incredibly on Wednesday.

Looking at School from a
Different Perspective
When you are new in a school, especially when
you are from another country, you start paying
close attention to the opinion of your fellow
students. It is particularly interesting to listen to
their opinion about the school, the lessons, the
teachers and the rules.

Another sporting fixture on Wednesday was the county
cross country at Scalby School. There was an U16s hockey
match and an U13s rugby match. After a busy week there
was a theatre trip to Scarborough’s YMCA to see a musical
comedy. The sporting events don’t just take place on
weekdays; there is U12 and U16s rugby at Reed School on
Sunday. With the whole school supporting them we are sure
they will perform well and try their best.

The German school system is very different from
the English school system. Here, at Fyling Hall
School I take four subjects: biology, physics,
chemistry and maths. When I am going to
continue school in Germany next year I will have
ten subjects: German, maths, art, history,
geography, biology, chemistry, a course similar
to sociology, physics, and a kind a subject
equivalent to business studies. There are small
differences, but basically every student is doing
these lessons.

Clem Bentley

Jonas Borner

We invite you to comment on the articles expressed in our newsletters.
Please email news.team@fylinghall.org giving a reference to the article/journalist by name. We are open to new
ideas, your suggestions and even a bit of criticism!

News Team

The Week Ahead
Sat
Sun

30th
1st

Mon

2nd

Tues

3rd

Wed
Thur

4th
5th

Fri
Sat

6th
7th

10:30am
10:00am
1:30pm
7:00pm

U12 & U16 Rugby v Read School (Home)
Harvest festival service in the Barn
Trip to Jump 360 Stockton
Theatre trip “A brief history of Women” @ Stephen Joseph
Theatre
10:00am Years 9,10,11. 10's Rugby @ Scar Rugby Club
4:00pm Under 16 District Netball Tournament @ Malton
4:00pm U12 Rugby Festival @ Malton Rugby Club
9:00am Junior School parent meetings
1:30pm Under 14 District Netball Tournament @ Scalby
2:30pm U15 Rugby v Scarborough College (Home)
7:00pm Theatre Trip: Goth Weekend @ Stephen Joseph Theatre
10:00am Open Morning
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